
ETHERNAAL.COM
Decentralized organization orbiting around the tattoo art, built to offer new artistic, creative, 
organizational and financial possibilities for the tattoo industry by leveraging 3.0 technologies. 

Tattoo, NFT
& Blockchain



Ethernaal offers tattoo artists, studio, professionals, designers, graphists 
and others artistic practitioners a non-technical door to enter the 3.0 era.

The idea was born during the 2020 

pandemic as a mean to allow tattoo 

artist to generate income when 

deprived from their activities. 

The concept was battletested during 

the ETH Global NFT Hackathon, won two 

prizes and the core team was built during 

the event.

The tattoo art has evolved over centuries 

within the restrictions of its indisputable 

bind to the temporal, it´s masterpieces 

condemned only to survive through the 

ages in the depredating existence of 

those who once, proudly carried them.  

Ethernaal removes the cast and allows 

artists to convert their designs into 

NFTs without the need for technical 

background, it is the fusion of an 

ancestral art and 3.0 tech.

Ethernaal is born from the idea to support a collective and create a technological revolution 

that would allow the 10th art to be preserved for eternity and to permit individual artists 

and businesses to experience new creative and financial opportunities.

To provide the possibility for all kind of artists to pool their talent together, to act as a collective, 

serving the best interest of their industry, acting always in fairness towards their numerous 

goals.

Among them; to create a Marketplace for any artist to create, buy sell their arts, skills and time, 

to curate a digital museum, promote it´s artists and their cultural heritage; to investigate and 

documente tattoo art history; to build a cultural database, work in changing the regulatory 

framework, to establish an intellectual property standard around the tattoo art, to open the 

gate for new artists and horizons to provide flashes materials, to create digital tattoos and an 

industry gathering place, the tattooverse. 

About Ethernaal



Examples of Blockchain Application to Tattoo.

NFTs
NFT stands for “non-fungible token.” At a basic level, an NFT is a digital asset 

that links ownership to unique physical or digital items, such as works of art, real 

estate, music, or videos. NFTs can be considered modern-day collectibles.

Copyright & Licensing Model 
With tattoos becoming more common, litigation over the ownership and use of 

tattoos has also seen an uptick over the past ten years. Despite this increase 

in litigation, some of the questions tattoos raise in the areas of copyright and 

trademark law are still very unclear.

Collective Autonomous Organization
Organization represented by rules encoded as computer program that is 

transparent, controlled by the organization members and not influenced by any 

central entity, in other words,  member-owned communities without centralized 

leadership.

AR, VR, Metaverses: Universes of Possibilities

The Metaverse era, an interplay among Augmented and Virtual Reality 

technologies. With virtual worlds becoming more popular every day, the actual 

metaverse is likely to be the future of augmented reality and it is going to be 

everywhere.

From a Local to a Worldwide Market

Enjoy the borderless market of Web3 and the market of art collector. Serve 

physical and/or digital art and products. Reach the video game and metaverses 

avatar industry, engage in cross-art activities and collaboration via NFTs.  

A Marketplace for an Entire Industry

Flashes, Tattoo, Masterclass, Studio chair, Ink, all the industry gathered around 

it’s own Marketplace, operating under it’s control and it’s governance and royalty 

based secondary market and a treasury benefiting all involved actors. 



An NFT, or non-fungible token, is a unique digital representation of a good — for 
our purposes, a work of art.  You’ve surely heard of Bored Apes and CryptoPunks? 
These rudimentary digital illustrations were minted as NFTs, released in batches of 
10,000, then traded as collectibles. 

Suddenly, NFTs are everywhere. For an artist, wading into a new space can be 
intimidating, but there’s also risk in not engaging at all. This is the main reason for 
which Ethernaal was created.

Whenever you like to create a NFT for a 

Flash, for a Tattoo or any other piece of 

art, Ethernaal allows you to do so in a 

process as easy as posting a picture on 

instagram.

Ethernaal has a unique fee of 2.5% 

on each transaction occuring on the 

Marketplace meant to augment the 

collective treasury and develop the 

ecosystem, leaving artists with 97.5% of 

their generated revenue. 

Artist are able to create their own and/

or collaborative collections with other 

Ethernaal artists. 

Ethernaal is actively engaged in 

blockchain event with previous 

participation in France, Portugal and 

planned event in Spain, Germany, Japan 

and a lot more destination on the list. 

Join us in our showcases around the 

globe.

A Non Technical Door to New Technologies

 NFTs Collections & Events

Ethernaal has it’s own trainer and a well oiled onboarding process, allowing artists with no 

previous knowledge to get started safely into the wild NFT world.  

From the wallet creation to the creation of NFTs on Ethernaal we cover with you all the process, 

you can raise all the question you like and we cover the training in French, English and Spanish.

Digitalization of your flashes for use in the entertainement industry, the metaverse or video 

games is made possible through the knowledge and skills of the team.

Ethernaal has onboarded dozens of artists whom had no previous knowledge on NFTs 

or blockchain previously. 

Your Art, You Terms
Ethernaal offers artist to select their licensing terms, allowing the buyer to understand 

who will own the art upon the acquisition of a NFT, pre-defined models per use-case are made 

available but all the terms are flexible to fit and be adaptive to any real life scenario.

Licensing terms benefits both the artist and the art acquisitor as they allow to convert 

a tattoo into an independant licensed assets, opening further doors in the entertainement 

and video game industry were publicly exposed people are often represented along with their 

tattoo art (NBA, NFL, UFC and FIFA licenses from Electronic Arts as an example).

Ethernaal as an Artist



New Opportunities

Creatives & Financials

We can not predict what tomorrow will bring us, should a confinement or a life 

accident restrain your ability to practice, NFT allows you to keep generating 

revenue out of your creativity and talent.    

 

Additionnaly, royalties are for lifetime. Once one of your art is sold, you will earn for 

ever a share of the transaction happening on the secondary market. 

New Canvas & Horizons

One of the critical area of Ethernaal is it’s partnership program, agreement made 

with AAA organization from various industry allowing tattoo artists to engage in 

digital tattoo art.

As an example, Ethernaal has become the official tattoo provider for OVR - a main 

metaverse infrastructure provider, allowing Ethernaal artists to offer their art for 

metaverses avatars in the OVR Metaverse. 

Video Game Studios, Metaverses providers, Profile Pictures Projects (ie: Twitter 

NFT Avatars), Sports Agencies, Ethernaal allow tattoo artists, without any technical 

knowledge to create their art over new canvas and towards new horizons.

Ethernaal Partnership Program

A Community Built with the Ciment of Passion

Ethernaal closed its stage 1 of onboarding with over 50 artists, thus creating a whole 

community of experienced and less experienced users sharing their help and knowledge 

into promoting their social network, their art, or sharing doubts and questions. 

Ethernaal also includes a core technical team, managing the marketplace and project 

operations, entitled with the responsibility to support the artists in their first steps 

and along they journey in the NFT world but also with the growth of the ecosystem. 

 

More over, Ethernaal aims to become the 3.0 landmark for the tattoo art, onboard 

and build with us toward the utopia of a self-aware and economically fair industry.

The Collective



Manage orders, booking, parlors and talents and access to a universe of new 
markets via the use of NFT.  

With the iteration of the digital tattoo and NFT ownership reach a global market of 
tattoo collectors, provide art for several metaverse, art project and production studios.  

Offer NFT as an in-shop option,  accept secured crypto-

currency payments by joining Ethernaal OTC (Over-The-

Counter) program. 

Ethernaal provides your shops with a pre-configured tablet 

ready to create your NFTs and accept crypto-payment 

through QR CODE generation. 

Ethernaal is buidling in different platforms and environements through the consolidation of partnerships a 

metaverse dedicated to the tattoo art, it’s performers, lovers, proffessionals, manufacturers and industrials, the 

tattooverse. Ethernaal infuses tattoo into our digital lifes in ways that are authentic and portable across 

communities

Set your footprint in the digital era with Ethernaal, open your shop, gallerie, social venue, head quarter or 

showcase room in the tattooverse with the full support of the team for your meta-architecture needs. Ethernaal 

is present in the Nemesis, OVR, ALT VR Space and working in many other metaverses exposure. 

Reach a Global Market

In-shop NFT and Crypto-currencies

Enter the Tattooverse and Digital Tattoo Era

Offer art, supply, time, devices in a borderless fashion, 

to a worldwide and decentralized market composed of 

collectors and tattoo industry actors.

You art exposure is no longer limited to your walk-

ins and widow shoppers. 

Manages New Talents

Participate in the growth of the tattoo art and culture by  scouting the best talent, share your skills and provide 

the support you wish you had when you started and become incentivized as they grow into mature artists. 

Uncover and patron new skilled artists, empower 

them under your guidance and produce art indexes 

based on your studio brand to leverage new financial 

instruments and possibilities. 

Ethernaal For Studios



Pre-Order and Venues Booking Management 

Limited supply, scalability and availabilty can easily turns any profesional daily operations 

into a nightmare. Turn your orders and reservations books into NFTs and supply the market 

with space availability in your parlor for the next month or your production capacity for the 

next financial quarter.

Order, Booking, Parlor Management

Plus, you earn a transaction fee everytime the NFT is sold on the secondary market before 

being consommed or redeemed for its counterpart.  



Ethernaal is a decentralized marketplace and the only existant for the tattoo industry. 

Thus far, manufacturers have rarely captured value when their items are resold, and in these rare cases of value 

capture, the items must be expensive enough to justify the overhead of certification and sales. 

An NFT-based digital seal of authenticity for a physical item creates more seamless trust in peer-to-peer resale 

and can empower a brand to share in the associated value capture more easily using Ethernaal which integrate a 

secondary market into a branded experience. 

In fact, since NFTs are programmable, brands can even implement an NFT royalty standard that encodes a small 

fraction of value capture associated with every resale.

The Marketplace is freely accessible for tattoo artists, studios, parlor, profesionals and business to create, 

display and sell their NFTs in their terms and conditions.

A Decentralized Marketplace & Secondary Market

Create Digital Counterparts of your product to 

unlock new applications , assets like tattoo machines 

can become video game items, metaverses assets. NFT 

as digital identifiers can chronicle a whole host of real 

world purchase and experiences.

Organization can display the masterpieces that have 

created their legends in digital galleries and museums 

and write both their future and history in the blockchain.

Join Adidas, Nike, Asics, Taco Bell, Coca-Cola and many 

other brands into NFT collectibles and opportunities 

through a partnership with Ethernaal.

Digital & Collectibles Items

Ethernaal for Businesses

NFTs
Brand Perk, Fund Raising, Pre-order, Limited Edition Items, Marketing, Community building, the applicability 

of the NFT technology to businesses scenarios are endless. Organizations can find the toolset they need to 

get started in Ethernaal.

Engage your community in unique way through PFP project, available from Ethernaal contract along with Tattooverse 

avatars, with your brand attributes and specification eliminating the need for technical and dev. resources.  

To make the most of successful partnership Ethernaal provide all the support, technical or operational  for your 

organization to engage into NFT with the confidence of the experience acquired in our field and the network we 

have built around our ecosystem.

A technological revolution offering new canvas for tattoos, new artists for the 

art, new materials for the artists, new possibilities for art fusions and a world of 

usecases to be discovered. Below some of the products available through the 

Ethernaal ecosystem curated for the video game industry.



Enter the tattooverse, a metaverse dedicated to the tattoo world, its practicioner, artists, 

profesionals and organizations to meet, exchange and support the cultural and economical 

activites around the art that binds us all together. 

Ethernaal support their partners into the implementation in the metaverse, deploy your offices, studio, 

showcase into the tattooverse and gain exposure in tomorrow’s techsphere. Ethernaal is currently 

deployed or under deployment in 5 metaverses, including Microsoft ALTVR, OVR, The Nemesis 

Metaverses, etc.

Ethernaal can suppport any organization in building their meta-infratructure, wherever it is a tattoo 

shop, a gallery for showcase, a studio or the headquarters of an organization. Be among the first to set 

their presence in the metaverse. 

The Metaverse Experience

New Investors & Provisioning Model
The crypto industry represent a unique opportunity for the pionners who dares adventures in 

the 3.0, Ethernaal offers businesses the support they need to engage their operations into this 

new model. Leveraging NFT as a production/manufacturing order book allows business to benefit 

from speculation and second market royalties until the effective redemption of the order item.

A new way to manage production:  

1) Define production capacity (Mint NFTs representing a products or a lot of products) 

2) Raise funds by offering your NFTs in the market 

3) Organize your ressources for the manufacturing process according to 1 & 2 

4) Generate revenue during the manufacturing cycle (speculation creates royalties on sec. market) 

5) Deliver as per holders redempt their NFT for the physical counterpart. 

A Network of Trusted Partners

Ethernaal has built long term partnership with blockchain blue chip projects, Sushiswap, 

StakeDAO, Blackpool, The Nemesis, OVR, Ternoa, Unicrypt, NTFX and more annonced continously.

Entering our network of partners grant your organization with a wide options of new opportunites 

through introduction to our partners and their products, tokenization, gaming, metaverse infrastructure 

providers, collections liquidity, Initial Funds Raising platforms and much more...

NFTs



The following tattoo art pieces were produced as Proof-Of-Concept for 
a Ubisoft - Video Game Studio. The tattoo artists involved in their creation are: 
Bgervilla, Pleasecoverme, CalicoCat, NeptunoInk. Digital artist involved: Arke. 

Ethernaal brings the flash forward by bridging the digital art and tattoo art, 
allowing an in-flow of digital artists and their creativity into the tattoo industry and 
at the same time of tattoo artists in the digital and entertainement industries.

Digital Tattoo Art























Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are going mainstream in 2022. 

You can now show off your favorite NFTs as your Twitter or Reddit profile picture, 

with Facebook and Instagram soon to follow. Driven in part by a FOMO reminiscent of the 

1990s dotcom anxiety of bricks-and-mortar companies, mass-market players and luxury 

brands alike are launching NFT collections at a dizzying pace.

Ethernaal was born to support and offer tools to the tattoo industry to navigate 
smoothly into this fantastic journey, we created an ecosystem allowing the 
usability of the blockchain technology to be consumer friendly.

Artists and profesionals alike can now empower their creativity and businesses with a range 

of products that goes from collectibles to digital product line extensions which in turned can 

be ported seamslessly across different metaverses, video games or animated movie.

Not only the technology expand the interaction with the art but also how one engage 

and experience the art, such example lays in the usecases of Augmented Reality and 

Virtual Reality allowing client to try a tattoo before they acquire the art. 

Web3 is developing more slowly than Web1 and Web2 as a commercial technological 

infrastructure, in part because of an ethos among some of the community to actively resist 

the centralized coordination that can accelerate that evolution. As such, the true brand 

possibilities of NFTs will take a few years to realize.

Nevertheless, much like in the early days of the Web, it is critical for brands to 

simultaneously ensure that they don’t fall behind, while also not succumbing to 

misguided choices that look like “checking off the NFT box.” Should there be any NFT 

box to check, it would be the following:

Start with smart digital collectibles.

Tie your NFT collection to your brand and core product.

Experiment, but with authenticity and an eye on the future.

Wading into the murky waters of Web3 will seem daunting at first. Over time, brands 

must figure out what works for them through trial, error and observing what succeeds 

and fails for others. Remember that much like with Web1 and Web2, earnest adoption 

and experimentation will attract greater rewards. 

But don’ t make the mistake of thinking that NFTs are a passing fad, they are a killer application 

of Web3 and its gateway into traditional commerce.

Partner with Ethernaal



Ethernaal Team

Gyan Lakshmi
Chief Blockchain Officer

Blockchain Evangelist, Product Manager for Emerging Technology 
@ WileyNXT, Developer Ambassador for Algorand, Aeternity, NEAR 
Protocol (India Guild) and Covalent, Co-founder of BeneFit.

Ethernaal Core team is composed of over 20 members from international origins, 

located in France, Spain, United Kingdom, Bulgaria, India, Sweden...

Ethernaal Collective is composed of over 50 Tattoo Artist and 20 Digital artists 

equally located around the world. 

Axel Sega
Chief Marketing Officer

FrenchDigger
Head of Metaverse

Building strong crypto communities since 2017 for different 
projects, master in crypto languages, fundamental analyst.

Digital Artist (2D /3D), Entrepreneur since 4 years. Blockchain & NFT Addict. AR/VR 
hardcore user. I like the endless possibility of mixing Art and Technology.

Jeremy M 
Chief Executive Officer

Self-taught entrepreneur since 5 years, in love with: process and 
automation. Passionate about new technologies and digital art.

0xPaulisson
Chief Visionary Officer

Visionary and Project lead and founder of Ethernaal, Jamspot, 
Toque’n Chef and Black Unicorn.

Complete team members list along with social and linkedin profiles 

can be found on ethernaal.com/team

Macsym
Head of Design

Art Director / Digital artist. From advertising agencies to VR Startup.
6+ years Freelancing. Sold out 1 NFT collection (9/9). 



Email  :

Twitter :

Website :

info@ethernaal.com

@ethernaal

ethernaal.com


